AUTOMATED DRIVER’S KNOWLEDGE TEST
MODEL DMV-DKT-07
Rapid, Sensitive, and Automated Driving Skills Screening Test

Features

- Very fast
- Objective
- Instant scores & feedback
- Random questions
- Immediate, detailed reports
- Graphical & statistical review
- Scientifically proven
- Completely computerized
- Multimedia & interactive
- User friendly
- English & foreign languages
- Featured in the News
- Published in journals
- Easily exports data
- Standardized & paperless
- Usable in the field
- Touch screen or mouse
- Portable
- Easily integrates fully computerized Sytotechnology™ vision and cognition tests
- Engages examinees with special needs and the physically challenged

Automated Operation

SpecialtyAutomated™ introduces the first and only fully computerized Driving Skills Test designed to save driver’s license departments significant time and expense to rapidly screen driving skills. Instant scores, reports, statistics, and feedback are provided through a unique online and web-based application. All tests are accessible through networked laptops, portable kiosks, or PCs.

Automation of this test effectively reduces wait time and costs associated with manual or semi-computerized administration of other driving skills tests.

Test questions may be provided by driver’s license personnel or those selected by the Sytotechnology™ statistical sampler or any preferred database.

Restricted access to a central database is available to authorized users.

Tests can be easily customized for driver’s license agency needs and requirements.

Option to include Automated Commercial Driver’s License Knowledge Tests.

Start screening your drivers now using the DMV-DKT-07.

www.specialtyautomated.com

SpecialtyAutomated Systems Corporation
1650 South Dixie Highway, Suite 300
Boca Raton, Florida 33432
USA
Telephone: +866+526+TEST orders only
Facsimile: +806+550+TEST

Email: http://www.specialtyautomated.com/infos.htm